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REGULAR TWO-DISTANCE SETS
PETER G. CASAZZA, TIN T. TRAN, AND JANET C. TREMAIN
Abstract. This paper makes a deep study of regular two-distance sets.
A set of unit vectors X in Euclidean space Rn is said to be regular two-
distance set if the inner product of any pair of its vectors is either α
or β, and the number of α (and hence β) on each row of the Gram
matrix of X is the same. We present various properties of these sets as
well as focus on the case where they form tight frames for the underling
space. We then give some constructions of regular two-distance sets,
in particular, two-distance frames, both tight and non-tight cases. It
has been seen that every known example of maximal two-distance sets
are tight frames. However, we supply for the first time an example
of a non-tight maximal two-distance frame. Connections among two-
distance sets, equiangular lines and quasi-symmetric designs are also
discussed. For instance, we give a sufficient condition for constructing
sets of equiangular lines from regular two-distance sets, especially from
quasi-symmetric designs satisfying certain conditions.
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1. Introduction and Preliminaries
A set X in Euclidean space Rn is called a two-distance set if there are two
numbers a and b such that the distances between any pairs of points of X
are either a or b. If a two-distance set X lies in the unit sphere of Rn, then
X is called a spherical two-distance set. In other words, a set of unit vectors
in n-dimensional Euclidean space is a spherical two-distance set if there are
two real numbers α and β, −1 ≤ α, β ≤ 1 such that the inner product of
any two vectors of X are either α or β. We will say that α and β are the
angles of X.
Studying the maximum size g(n) of a spherical two-distance set of distinct
vectors in Rn is a classical problem in distance geometry. The first major
result was obtained in [7], where the authors showed the “harmonic” bound:
(1.1) g(n) ≤ n(n+ 3)
2
.
Moreover, they showed that this bound is achieved when n = 2, 6, 22, in
which cases it related to the maximal set of equiangular lines in dimension
n+ 1. The result of [7] also showed that this bound can be attained only if
n = (2k + 1)2 − 3 for k ∈ N, n > 2.
For n < 7, it is known that g(2) = 5, g(3) = 6, g(4) = 10, g(5) = 16 and
g(6) = 27, see [14, 16]. In [16], Musin showed that the size of a spherical two-
distance set of distinct vectors in Rn with angles α, β satisfying α + β ≥ 0
is not greater than n(n+1)2 . The author also extended the maximum bound
g(n) for n < 40, n 6= 22, 23.
Recently, using the results of Musin and combining the known bounds for
n < 359, Glazyrin and Yu made a serious advance when they showed that
(1.2) g(n) =
n(n+ 1)
2
,
for all n ≥ 7 with possible exceptions for n = (2k + 1)2 − 3, k ∈ N, see [12].
In this paper, we study regular two-distance sets, in particular two-
distance tight frames. These sets are special cases of spherical two-distance
sets. Before giving the definition, let us fix some notations used in the paper.
For any natural number m, we denote by [m] the set [m] = {1, 2, . . . ,m}.
We use 1 to denote the vector of all 1, I the identity matrix, and J the
matrix whose all its entries are 1. The order of these matrices are always
clear from context. For a set of vectors {xi}mi=1 in Rn, its Gram matrix is
the m by m matrix with entries Gij = 〈xi, xj〉 for i, j ∈ [m].
Let {xi}mi=1 be a spherical two-distance set in Rn at angles α and β. For
each i ∈ [m], we define the sets
Iαi = {j ∈ [m] : 〈xi, xj〉 = α}, Iβi = {j ∈ [m] : 〈xi, xj〉 = β}.
It is clear that |Iαi |+ |Iβi | = m− 1 for all i ∈ [m].
In general, the cardinalities of these sets, Iαi and Iβi , depend on i. When
they are independent with i, we say that the set is regular.
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Definition 1.1. A spherical two-distance set X = {xi}mi=1 in Rn at angles
α and β is said to be regular if the cardinality of the set Iαi (and hence the
set Iβi ) does not depend on i. We will call the numbers kα := |Iαi |, and
kβ := |Iβi |, the multiplicities of α and β, respectively.
The following theorem will give a simple characterization of regular two-
distance sets.
Theorem 1.2. A spherical two-distance set is regular if and only if its Gram
matrix has constant row sum.
Proof. Assume X = {xi}mi=1 is a spherical two-distance set with angles α
and β. Let G be its Gram matrix. If X is regular, then obviously G has
constant row sum.
Conversely, assume that the Gram matrix G has constant row sum c.
Then
m∑
j=1
〈xi, xj〉 = 1 + |Iαi |α+ |Iβi |β
= 1 + |Iαi |α+ (m− 1− |Iαi |)β = c, for all i ∈ [m].
Therefore, for any i 6= ℓ, we have
(|Iαi | − |Iαℓ |)α− (|Iαi | − |Iαℓ |)β = 0,
or equivalently,
(|Iαi | − |Iαℓ |)(α − β) = 0.
Since α 6= β, we get |Iαi | = |Iαℓ |, which is the desired claim. 
Thus, for a regular two-distance set X, the sum of the entries in every
row of its Gram matrix are the same. We will call this common number the
Grammian constant of X. It is clear that this constant is always greater
than or equal to zero and less than the cardinality of X.
Frames have been shown very useful in variety of applications, see the
books [3, 21] and references therein. Therefore, in this paper, we are also
interested in the case where spherical two-distance sets form frames for the
underlining spaces. The following are some basic facts of frame theory. For
further background on finite frame theory, we recommend the books [3, 21].
Definition 1.3. A family of vectors X = {xi}mi=1 in Rn is said to be a frame
for Rn if there are constants 0 < A ≤ B <∞ so that for all x ∈ Rn we have
A‖x‖2 ≤
m∑
i=1
|〈x, xi〉|2 ≤ B‖x‖2.
A and B are called the lower and upper frame bounds, respectively. The
frame is called an A-tight frame if A = B and a Parseval frame if A = B = 1.
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It is well-known that X is a frame for Rn if and only if it spans the space.
Given a frame X = {xi}mi=1 for Rn, the corresponding synthesis operator,
also denoted by X, is the n×m matrix whose jth column is xj. The adjoint
matrix X∗ is called the analysis operator, and the frame operator of X is
then S := XX∗. Thus, we have
Sx =
m∑
i=1
〈x, xi〉xi, for all x ∈ Rn.
X is an A-tight frame if and only if its frame operator S is a multiple of
identity, namely S = A.I. In other words, X is an A-tight frame for Rn if
it satisfies the reconstruction formula:
Ax =
m∑
i=1
〈x, xi〉xi, for all x ∈ Rn.
When all vectors of an A-tight frame of m vectors for Rn are unit norm,
it is known that A = m/n. Note also that X∗X is the Gram matrix of X.
Another important characterization of tight frames is using frame poten-
tial.
Definition 1.4. Let X = {xi}mi=1 be a collection of vectors in Rn. The
frame potential for X is the quantity
FP (X) =
m∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
|〈xi, xj〉|2.
Theorem 1.5 ([2]). Let m ≥ n. If X = {xi}mi=1 is any set of unit norm
vectors in Rn, then
FP (X) ≥ m
2
n
with equality if and only if X is a tight frame.
If X is a spherical two-distance set in Rn and is also a tight frame for
R
n, then we call X a two-distance tight frame. Moreover, if in addition the
angle set of X is {α,−α}, then X is called an equiangular tight frame or an
ETF for short.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1.5 for the case of regular two-
distance sets is as follows.
Corollary 1.6. Let X be a regular two-distance set of m vectors in Rn at
angles α, β with respective multiplicities kα, kβ . Then
1 + kαα
2 + kββ
2 ≥ m
n
,
with equality if and only if X is a two-distance tight frame.
Definition 1.7. Given two frames X = {xi}mi=1 and Y = {yi}mi=1 for Rn. X
and Y are said to be unitarily equivalent if there exists an unitary operator
U on Rn such that yi = Uxi, for all i ∈ [m].
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It is known that two frames X and Y are unitarily equivalent if and only
if their Gram matrices are equal.
Follow by the book [21], we now define a balanced set of vectors.
Definition 1.8. A set of vectors {xi}mi=1 in Rn is said to be balanced if∑m
i=1 xi = 0.
A simple characterization of balanced sets is as follows.
Proposition 1.9. A set X = {xi}mi=1 is balanced if and only if each row of
its Gram matrix sums to zero.
Proof. Suppose that for each i,
∑m
j=1〈xi, xj〉 = 0. Then we have
‖
m∑
i=1
xi‖2 = 〈
m∑
i=1
xi,
m∑
j=1
xj〉 =
m∑
i,j=1
〈xi, xj〉 = 0.
So X is balanced. The converse is obvious. 
Given a dimension n, by maximal spherical two-distance sets (similarly
maximal ETFs, maximal equiangualar lines) we mean the largest cardinality
of such sets which can exist in Rn.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we present vari-
ous properties of regular two-distance sets, in particular two-distance tight
frames. In Section 3, we will then give several constructions of such sets,
focusing on constructing regular two-distance frames with large cardinality.
We conclude in Section 4 by discussing a connection between spherical two-
distance sets and equiangular lines. Several examples of the existence/non-
existence of maximal equiangular lines and quasi-symmetric designs are also
given.
2. Properties of regular two-distance sets
In this section, we will present some properties of regular two-distance
sets. In particular, we give sharp upper bounds on the maximum size of
regular two-distance sets when both angles are positive or negative. We also
show that if a regular two-distance set has a large cardinality, then it must
be balanced. Various properties for the special case where two-distance sets
form tight frames for the space are also discussed.
We have mentioned that an upper bound for the maximum size of spher-
ical two-distance sets of distinct vectors in Rn is n(n+3)2 . If n > 2, then
this bound can be achieved only if n = (2k + 1)2 − 3 for k ∈ N. For other
dimensions, the bound is reduced to n(n+1)2 with an exception for the case
n = 5, where the maximum size is 16. We will now see that these upper
bounds can be improved if both angles are either positive or negative.
We first consider the case where both angles are negative. Although the
result can be deduced from the Rankin bound on the maximum number of
spherical caps, see [18], also in [6], we will give a direct proof for this case
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below. Actually, the following theorem will give a sharp upper bound for
cardinalities of sets that have negative/non-positive inner products between
the vectors.
Theorem 2.1. Let {xi}mi=1 be any set of non-zero vectors in Rn.
(1) If 〈xi, xj〉 < 0 for all i 6= j, then m ≤ n+ 1.
(2) If 〈xi, xj〉 ≤ 0 for all i 6= j, then m ≤ 2n.
Proof. (1): Let us do this by induction on dimension n. For n = 2 the
largest set of vectors with negative angles is 3. So assume the result is true
for n and consider n+ 1.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that x1 is unit norm. Let P be
the orthogonal projection onto span{x1}. Then for all x ∈ Rn+1,
Px = 〈x, x1〉x1.
Let consider the set of vectors {(I − P )xi}mi=2. Clearly, this set lies on the
hyperplane x⊥1 . Moreover, for any i 6= j, we have
〈(I − P )xi, (I − P )xj〉 = 〈xi, xj〉 − 〈Pxi, Pxj〉.
Since
〈Pxi, Pxj〉 = 〈〈xi, x1〉x1, 〈xj , x1〉x1〉 = 〈xi, x1〉〈xj , x1〉 > 0,
it follows that
〈(I − P )xi, (I − P )xj〉 < 0 for all i 6= j.
By the induction hypothesis we must have m− 1 ≤ n+ 1. So m ≤ n+ 2.
(2): We observe that the for n = 2, the largest set of non-zero vectors
with non-positive inner products is 4. Repeating the proof as in (1), noting
that the set {(I − P )xi}mi=2 contains at most one zero vector, we get the
desired claim. 
Now we will give a method to construct balanced, regular two-distance
sets in one lower dimension from non-balanced ones. As consequences, we
will get conditions for regular two-distance sets to be balanced as well as
the upper bounds on the maximum size of the sets where both angles are
non-negative.
Theorem 2.2. Let X = {xi}mi=1 be a regular two-distance set of distinct
vectors in Rn with its Grammian constant c. Let α and β be its angles with
multiplicities kα and kβ, respectively. Assume that X is not balanced and
let P be the orthogonal projection onto span{z}, where z = ∑mi=1 xi. Then
Y =
{
(I−P )xi
‖(I−P )xi‖
}m
i=1
is a regular two-distance set of distinct vectors in Rn−1
at angles m
m−c
(
α− c
m
)
and m
m−c
(
β − c
m
)
with respective multiplicities kα
and kβ . Moreover, this set is balanced.
Proof. For every x ∈ Rn, we have that
Px =
〈
x,
z
‖z‖
〉
z
‖z‖ .
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Now we compute
‖z‖2 = 〈
m∑
i=1
xi,
m∑
j=1
xj〉 = mc,
and for all i,
‖(I − P )xi‖2 = ‖xi‖2 − ‖Pxi‖2 = 1− 1‖z‖2 |〈xi, z〉|
2 = 1− c
2
mc
=
m− c
m
.
Set yi =
(I−P )xi
‖(I−P )xi‖ , we have
〈yi, yj〉 = m
m− c (〈xi, xj〉 − 〈Pxi, Pxj〉)
=
m
m− c
(
〈xi, xj〉 − 1‖z‖2 〈xi, z〉〈xj , z〉
)
=
m
m− c
(
〈xi, xj〉 − c
2
‖z‖2
)
=
m
m− c
(
〈xi, xj〉 − c
m
)
.
This implies that Y is a two-distance set. Since X is regular, it follows
that Y is regular with the same multiplicities as of X. The vectors yi’s are
distinct since
m
m− c
(
〈xi, xj〉 − c
m
)
= 1 if and only if 〈xi, xj〉 = 1.
To show that Y is balanced, we compute its Grammian constant. For any
i, we have
m∑
j=1
〈yi, yj〉 = m
m− c

 m∑
j=1
〈xi, xj〉 − c

 = 0,
which is the claim. 
The orthogonal projection of a frame is also a frame for the range space
with the same bounds. Hence, the following result is obvious.
Corollary 2.3. If X = {xi}mi=1 is a regular, two-distance tight frame for
R
n such that X is not balanced, then the set Y = {yi}mi=1 constructed in
Theorem 2.2 is a balanced, regular, two-distance tight frame for Rn−1.
Theorem 2.4. Let X = {xi}mi=1 be a regular two-distance set of distinct
vectors in Rn, n ≥ 7. Then X is balanced if m > (n−1)n2 and n 6= (2k+1)2−2,
k ∈ N. For the case n = (2k+1)2−2, for some k ∈ N, we need the condition
m > (n−1)(n+2)2 in order for X to be balanced. Moreover, these sets must
have one positive angle and one negative angle.
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Proof. We have seen that the upper bound for the number of vectors of any
two-distance set in Rn is m ≤ n(n+3)2 by the Harmonic bound (1.1), and
if n 6= (2k + 1)2 − 3, k ∈ N, then m ≤ n(n+1)2 by (1.2). Therefore, if X
is not balanced and the number of vectors m satisfies the condition of the
theorem, then by Theorem 2.2, we can construct another two-distance set of
m distinct vectors in Rn−1. But this set has the number of vectors greater
than the upper bound above, which cannot happen.
For the “moreover” part, we observe that if X has two non-negative an-
gles, then it cannot be balanced. Note also that by Theorem 2.1, X cannot
have both non-positive angles. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.4 gives the upper bound for the cardinalities of non-balanced,
regular two-distance sets, in particular for such sets with two non-negative
angles.
Corollary 2.5. Let X = {xi}mi=1 be a regular two-distance set of distinct
vectors in Rn, n ≥ 7 with both non-negative angles. Then we have the
following:
(1) If n 6= (2k + 1)2 − 2 for all k ∈ N, then m ≤ (n−1)n2 .
(2) If n = (2k + 1)2 − 2 for some k ∈ N, then m ≤ (n−1)(n+2)2 .
Note that the conditions on the number of vectors for the sets to be
balanced in Theorem 2.4 cannot not be lowered. In other words, the bounds
on Corollary 2.5 are sharp. We will see these by examples in Section 3.
Later, we also see that the properties for angles in Theorem 2.4 hold true
for two-distance tight frames of any size.
We now interested in the case where two-distance sets form frames for
the space, especially tight frames. The following result shows that we can
get frames if the cardinalities of two-distance sets are large.
Proposition 2.6. Let X be a two-distance set of m distinct vectors in
R
n, n ≥ 7. Then X is a frame for Rn if one of the following conditions
hold:
(1) m > (n−1)n2 and n 6= (2k + 1)2 − 2 for all k ∈ N.
(2) m > (n−1)(n+2)2 and n = (2k + 1)
2 − 2 for some k ∈ N.
Proof. We will give a proof for (1). A proof for (2) is similar. Suppose by
way of contradiction that X is not a frame for Rn. Hence X does not span
R
n. Therefore X is a two-distance set for a subspace of dimension at most
n− 1. Since n− 1 6= (2k + 1)2 − 3, it follows that the cardinality of X is at
most (n−1)n2 , which cannot happen by condition (1). 
Remark 2.7. (1) With the same arguments, it is simple to get similar
results as in Theorem 2.4, Corollary 2.5, and Proposition 2.6 for
dimensions less than 7.
(2) We should point out that a similar result to Proposition 2.6 for
maximal equiangular lines is not true, i.e., given a set of maximal
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equiangular lines in Rn, let X be a collection of vectors spanning
each line, then X may not span the space. A simple counterexample
is that the maximal number of equiangular lines in R4 is 6 and we
can use the 6 lines in the subspace R3 to get them.
Tight frames has been shown to be very useful for many applications
since they have both redundant and basis-like properties. In the language
of design theory, a balanced tight frame is call a 2-design, see [1, 7]. In the
following, we will give a characterization of two-distance tight frames. As a
consequence, every two-distance tight frame with angles α 6= −β is always
regular.
Theorem 2.8. Let X = {xi}mi=1 be a two-distance frame at angles α and
β. The following are equivalent:
(1) X is a m/n-tight frame.
(2) For some J ⊂ [m] with span{xi}i∈J = Rn,
α
∑
j∈Iαi
xj + β
∑
j∈Iβi
xj =
(m
n
− 1
)
xi, for all i ∈ J .
Proof. (1)⇒ (2): Since the frame is m/n-tight, for any i ∈ [m], we have
m
n
xi =
m∑
j=1
〈xi, xj〉xj
=
∑
j∈Iαi
〈xi, xj〉xj +
∑
j∈Iβi
〈xi, xj〉xj + 〈xi, xi〉xi
= α
∑
j∈Iαi
xj + β
∑
j∈Iβi
xj + xi,
so (2) follows.
(2)⇒ (1): (2) implies that if the frame operator ofX is S then Sxi = mn xi
for all i ∈ J . Since span{xi}i∈J = Rn, it follows that Sx = mn x for all
x ∈ Rn. 
Proposition 2.9. If X = {xi}mi=1 is a two-distance tight frame for Rn
at angles α, β and α 6= −β, then X is regular. Moreover, the Grammian
constant of X is either 0 or m/n.
Proof. By (2) of Theorem 2.8, for each i ∈ [m], we have
α
∑
j∈Iαi
xj + β
∑
j∈Iβ
i
xj =
(m
n
− 1
)
xi.
Taking the inner product both sides of this equation with xi, we get
|Iαi |α2 + (m− |Iαi | − 1)β2 =
m
n
− 1.
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Solving for |Iαi | we have
|Iαi | =
m
n
− 1 + (1−m)β2
α2 − β2 ,
which is independent of i. So X is regular.
For the “moreover” part, note that the row sum of the Gram matrix G
of X is an eigenvalue of G, the conclusion hence follows. 
Remark 2.10. For the case the angles α = −β, i.e., for the case ETFs, the
paper [10] showed that the frames still might be regular. One construction
of regular ETFs in [10] is using Steiner systems and real Hadamard matrices.
This paper also mentioned that there is no non-balance regular ETF of 28
vectors in R7 because of the non-existence of the corresponding strongly
regular graph. By Theorem 2.4, we see that actually, there is no non-
balanced, regular ETFs of n(n+1)2 vectors in R
n, for all n. In other words,
all such regular maximal ETFs, if they exist, must be balanced.
We have seen that a necessary condition for a regular two-distance frame
of m vectors in Rn to be tight is that its Grammian constant must be either
0 or m/n. However, the following examples will show that this is not a
sufficient condition.
Example 2.11. Let a, b be two numbers such that a2+b2 = 1 and a2 6= 2b2.
We consider a frame in R3 with the vectors of the form:
x1 = (a,−b, 0); x2 = (0, b, a); x3 = (−a,−b, 0); x4 = (0, b,−a).
It is simple to check that this frame has two angles b2−a2 and −b2. Moreover,∑4
i=1 xi = 0. The condition a
2 6= 2b2 implies that it cannot be tight.
Now we will give an example of a regular two-distance frame of 4 vectors
in R4 with its Grammian constant 4/4 but it is not tight.
Example 2.12. Let the frame to be
x1 =
(√
3
4
,−3
4
, 0,
1
2
)
; x2 =
(
0,
3
4
,
√
3
4
,
1
2
)
;
x3 =
(
−
√
3
4
,−3
4
, 0,
1
2
)
; x4 =
(
0,
3
4
,−
√
3
4
,
1
2
)
.
Then {xi}4i=1 is a two-distance frame for R4 at angles α = −5/16 and
β = 5/8 with respective multiplicities kα = 2 and kβ = 1. We can check that
this frame is not tight and
1 + kαα+ kββ = 1 = 4/4.
It is well-known that the Naimark complement of an equiangular tight
frame is also an equiangular tight frame. This is also the case for two-
distance tight frames.
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Theorem 2.13. If {xi}mi=1 is a regular two-distance tight frame for Rn at
angles α, β with multiplicities kα, kβ , respectively, then its Naimark comple-
ment is also a two-distance tight frame for Rm−n at angles − n
m−nα,− nm−nβ
with respective multiplicities kα and kβ.
Proof. Set ui =
√
n/mxi then {ui}mi=1 is a Parseval frame for Rn. Let {vi}mi=1
be its Naimark complement. Note that {(ui, vi)}mi=1 is an orthonormal basis
for Rm and {vi}mi=1 is a Parseval frame for Rm−n. Moreover,
‖vi‖2 = 1− ‖ui‖2 = 1− n
m
.
Set yi =
√
m
m− nvi then {yi}
m
i=1 is a unit norm tight frame for R
m−n.
We have
〈yi, yj〉 = m
m− n〈vi, vj〉
= − m
m− n〈ui, uj〉
= − m
m− n.
n
m
〈xi, xj〉 = − n
m− n〈xi, xj〉.
This completes the proof 
As we have shown, regular two-distance sets of m vectors in Rn with
Grammian constant 0 or m/n might not be tight frames. However, their
angles have the same property as two-distance tight frames as in the fol-
lowing theorem. Recall that this property for angles is true for regular
two-distance sets with large cardinalities by Theorem 2.4.
Theorem 2.14. Let X = {xi}mi=1 be a regular two-distance set in Rn at
angles α, β. Suppose that m > n + 1 and the Grammian constant of X is
either 0 or m/n. Then αβ ≤ 0. In particular, any two-distance tight frame
must have one non-negative angle and one non-positive angle.
Proof. Since m > n+1, by Theorem 2.1, α and β cannot be both negative.
If the Grammian constant c = 0, then obviously the angles cannot be
both non-negative. Now we consider the case c = m/n. Let kα and kβ be
the multiplicities of α and β, respectively. Suppose that α, β > 0. Then by
Corollary 1.6, we have
m
n
≤ 1 + kαα2 + kββ2 < 1 + kαα+ kββ = m
n
,
which cannot happen.
Now assumeX is a two-distance tight frame ofm vectors in Rn at angles α
and β. If α = −β, then the conclusion is obvious. Otherwise, by Proposition
2.9,X is regular and then the conclusion follows since its Grammian constant
is always either 0 or m/n. 
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Remark 2.15. (1) The condition m > n+1 in Theorem 2.14 is necessary.
Example 2.11 shows that there are regular two-distance sets of 4
vectors in R3 with both negative angles.
(2) If X is a two-distance tight frame of n + 1 vectors in Rn at angles
α, β, then its Naimark complement is a two-distance tight frame of
n + 1 vectors in R at angles − n
m−nα,− nm−nβ. Thus, we must have
| n
m−nα| = | nm−nβ|, and hence α = −β. Actually, X is obtained by
negating some vectors of a simplex on Rn.
Proposition 2.16. Let X = {xi}mi=1 be a two-distance tight frame for Rn
at angles α, β with respective multiplicities kα, kβ . If α = 0, then we have
one of the following:
(1) X is (kβ + 1) copies of an orthonormal basis of R
n.
(2) The Naimark complement of X is (kβ +1) copies of an orthonormal
basis of Rm−n.
Proof. By assumption, X must be regular. Moreover, we have that
1 + kαα+ kββ = 0, or 1 + kαα+ kββ =
m
n
,
and
1 + kαα
2 + kββ
2 =
m
n
.
Hence,
kαα(1− α) + kββ(1− β) ≤ 0.
Therefore, if β > 0 then β = 1. This implies that X is (kβ + 1) copies of
an orthonormal basis of Rn.
Consider the case β < 0. Let Y be the Naimark complement of X. Then
by Theorem 2.13, Y has angles a = − n
m−nα and b = − nm−nβ with respective
multiplicities kα and kβ. Hence, a = 0 and b > 0.
But for the frame Y , we also have
kαa(1− a) + kβb(1− b) ≤ 0.
This implies b = 1 and Y is (kβ + 1) copies of an orthonormal basis of
R
m−n. 
Before considering more properties of two-distance tight frames, we will
present an interesting result about tight frames.
Theorem 2.17. Suppose X = {xi}mi=1 is a Parseval frame with the property
that its Gram matrix has constant row sum. Then either X or its Naimark
complement is balanced. More precisely, if Y = {yi}mi=1 is its Naimark
complement, then we have
(1)
∑m
i=1 xi = 0 if and only if
∑m
j=1〈yi, yj〉 = 1 for all i.
(2)
∑m
i=1 yi = 0 if and only if
∑m
j=1〈xi, xj〉 = 1 for all i.
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Proof. Let G be the Gram matrix of X. By assumption,
∑m
j=1Gij = c, for
all i. Then we have that G1 = c1. Since G has only 2 eigenvalues, 0 and 1,
we have that c = 0 or c = 1. If c = 0 then X is balanced by Proposition 1.9.
Consider the case c = 1. Note that I −G is the Gram matrix of Y . Since
(I −G)1 = 1−G1 = 0,
it follows that each row of I −G sums to zero, which is the claim.
Now we argue
m∑
i=1
xi = 0 iff G1 = 0 iff (I −G)1 = 1 iff
m∑
j=1
〈yi, yj〉 = 1, for all i,
which is part (1). With the same argument we will get part (2). 
Corollary 2.18. Let X = {xi}mi=1 be a regular, two-distance tight frame
for Rn, and let Y = {yi}mi=1 be its normalized Naimark complement. Then
either X or Y is balanced. Moreover,
(1)
∑m
i=1 xi = 0 if and only if
∑m
j=1〈yi, yj〉 = mm−n for all i.
(2)
∑m
i=1 yi = 0 if and only if
∑m
j=1〈xi, xj〉 = mn for all i.
For given n, it is known that there are only finitely many equiangular
tight frames (up to unitary equivalence) in Rn. This is still the case for
regular two-distance tight frames of distinct vectors.
Indeed, suppose X is a regular two-distance tight frame of m distinct
vectors in Rn at angles α, β, with respective multiplicities kα, kβ .
Note that (α, β) is a solution of the system of equations
1 + kαx+ kβy = 0 and 1 + kαx
2 + kβy
2 = m/n(2.1)
or
1 + kαx+ kβy = m/n and 1 + kαx
2 + kβy
2 = m/n,(2.2)
where the former corresponds to the case for which X is balanced, and
the laster is for the case where the Naimark complement of X is balanced.
It is easy to check that both systems (2.1) and (2.2) have two solutions.
Moreover, for given m, there are at most m − 2 possibilities for kα. Since
m ≤ n(n+3)2 for any dimension n, it follows that there are finitely many
two-distance tight frames for Rn. We will give a more precise result later in
this section.
If the number of vectors of a regular two-distance set is odd, then there
is a restriction on multiplicities of its angles.
Proposition 2.19. Let X be a regular two-distance set of m vectors at
angles α, β, with respective multiplicities kα, kβ . If m is odd, then both kα
and kβ are even.
Proof. Let G be the Gram matrix of X. This is a m×m self-adjoint matrix.
Since X is regular, each row of G has exactly kα elements α and kβ elements
β. It follows that bothmkα andmkβ are even and so kα and kβ are even. 
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We have mentioned that if α and β are the angles of a regular two-distance
tight frame of m vectors in Rn, with multiplicities kα and kβ , then (α, β) is
one solution of either the system (2.1) or (2.2). Let us denote by (α′, β′) the
remaining solution of the system. Then a natural question is that whether
α′ and β′ are angles for some regular two-distance tight frame ofm vectors in
R
n with respective multiplicities kα and kβ . In order to answer this question,
we will first construct interesting matrices.
Theorem 2.20. Let X be a regular two-distance tight frame of m vectors in
R
n at angles α, β, and multiplicities kα, kβ , respectively. Let G be its Gram
matrix and c be its Grammian constant. Let G′ be the matrix with all 1 in
the diagonal and its off diagonal entries defined by
G′ij = γ −Gij ,
where γ = − 2
m−1 if c = 0, and γ =
2(m−n)
n(m−1) if c = m/n.
In other words,
G′ = (2− γ)I + γJ −G.
Then G′ has the following properties.
(1) G′ is self-adjoint and each row has exactly kα elements γ − α, and
kβ elements γ − β.
(2) G′ has constant row sum. More precisely,
1 + kα(γ − α) + kβ(γ − β) = 0 if γ = − 2
m− 1 , and
1 + kα(γ − α) + kβ(γ − β) = m/n if γ = 2(m− n)
n(m− 1) .
(3) We have
1 + kα(γ − α)2 + kβ(γ − β)2 = m/n.
Proof. The claim (1) follows easily from the properties of G. For (2) and
(3), we will prove the case γ = − 2
m−1 , since the other case is similar.
For (2), note that by definition, c = 1 + kαα+ kββ = 0, so
1 + kα(γ − α) + kβ(γ − β) = 1− (kαα+ kββ) + (m− 1)γ
= 2− (m− 1) 2
m− 1
= 0,
which is the claim. For (3) we have
1 + kα(γ − α)2 + kβ(γ − β)2 = 1 + kαα2 + kββ2
− 2γ(kαα+ kββ) + (m− 1)γ2.
Using the fact that
1 + kαα+ kββ = 0 and 1 + kαα
2 + kββ
2 = m/n,
we will get the desired result. 
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It turns out that for a fixed dimension n, there is only one case for which
the solution (α′, β′) of the system (2.1) corresponds to angles of a two-
distance tight frame. A similar result holds true when we consider the
system (2.2). The following lemma will play a role for showing this.
Lemma 2.21. A m × m self-adjoint matrix G is the Gram matrix of a
two-distance tight frame of m vectors for Rn if and only if it satisfies the
following conditions:
(1) G2 = m
n
G.
(2) Gii = 1 for all i.
(3) There exist α and β such that Gij equals either α or β, where α 6= β.
Proof. If G is the Gram matrix of a regular two-distance tight frame, then
it is obvious that G satisfies conditions (1), (2) and (3).
Conversely, suppose G satisfies (1), (2) and (3). Since G2 = m
n
G, it follows
that 0 and m/n are only two possible eigenvalues of G . Thus, G is positive
semidefinite and hence it is the Gram matrix for some set of vectors. Since
tr(G) = m > 0, m/n must be an eigenvalue of G. Let k be the multiplicity
of m/n. Then tr(G) = m = km
n
. This implies k = n and so this set of
vectors spans Rn, i.e., it is a frame for Rn. To be more precise, we can
choose the vectors as in the following way. Let D be the diagonal matrix of
order m of the form, D =
[
m
n
I 0
0 0
]
, where I is the identity matrix of order
n. Then there exists an unitary matrix U of eigenvectors of G such that
G = UDU∗ =
[
U1 U2
] [m
n
I 0
0 0
] [
U∗1
U∗2
]
=
m
n
U1U
∗
1 ,
where U1 and U2 arem×n andm×(m−n) submatrices of U whose columns
are eigenvectors of G with eigenvalues m/n and 0, respectively. Now choose
the set of vectors to be the columns of the n × m matrix X = √m
n
U∗1 .
These vectors form a two-distance tight frame since XX∗ = m
n
U∗1U1 =
m
n
I
and its Gram matrix G satisfies conditions (2) and (3). This completes the
proof. 
Theorem 2.22. Let X be a regular two-distance tight frame of m vectors
in Rn at angles α and β, with multiplicities kα and kβ . Let G be its Gram
matrix and c be its Grammian constant. Let G′ be defined by
G′ = (2− γ)I + γJ −G,
where γ = − 2
m−1 if c = 0, and γ =
2(m−n)
n(m−1) if c = m/n.
We have the following:
(1) If γ = − 2
m−1 , then G
′ is the Gram matrix of a regular two-distance
tight frame Y for Rn if and only if m = 2n+ 1.
(2) If γ = 2(m−n)
n(m−1) , then G
′ is the Gram matrix of a regular two-distance
tight frame Y for Rn if and only if m = 2n− 1.
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Moreover, the angles of Y are γ − α and γ − β with the same multiplicities
of X, i.e., kα and kβ , respectively. Y is balanced if γ = − 2m−1 and the
Naimark complement of Y is balanced if γ = 2(m−n)
n(m−1) .
Proof. We will prove (1). The proof for (2) is similar. By Lemma 2.21, it is
enough to find conditions for which G′2 = m
n
G′.
We have that
G′2 = [(2− γ)I + γJ −G]2
= (2− γ)2I + γ2J2 +G2 + 2γ(2− γ)J − 2(2− γ)G− γGJ − γJG.
Note that GJ = JG = (1 + kαα + kββ)J = 0, G
2 = m
n
G, and J2 = mJ .
Hence,
G′2 = (2− γ)2I + γ[γm+ 2(2− γ)]J − 2(2 − γ)G+ m
n
G
= (2− γ)2I + γ(2 − γ)J − (2− γ)
[
2− m
n(2− γ)
]
G
= (2− γ)
[
(2− γ)I + γJ −
(
2− m
n(2− γ)
)
G
]
.
Therefore G′2 = m
n
G′ if and only if 2− γ = m/n if and only if m = 2n + 1.
The remaining conclusions follow by Theorem 2.20. 
From Theorem 2.22, we see that for almost n and m, there is at most one
regular two-distance tight frame for Rn with given multiplicities.
Theorem 2.23. For given n,m,m > n+ 1 and an integer k in [1,m− 2].
(1) If m 6= 2n + 1, then up to unitary equivalence and reordering the
frame vectors, there is at most one balanced, regular two-distance
tight frame of m vectors for Rn with multiplicities k and m− k− 1.
(2) Similarly, if m 6= 2n−1, then up to unitary equivalence and reorder-
ing the frame vectors, there is at most one non-balanced, regular
two-distance tight frame of m vectors for Rn with multiplicities k
and m− k − 1.
Proof. (1): We proceed by way of contradiction. Suppose X and Y are
frames satisfying (1). Denote by α, β the angles of X, and α′, β′ the angles
of Y . Suppose α and α′ have the same multiplicities k. Since X,Y are
balanced and tight, it follows that (α, β) and (α′, β′) are solutions of the
system of equations:
1 + kx+ (m− k − 1)y = 0 and 1 + kx2 + (m− k − 1)y2 = m
n
.
We can check that the point
(
− 1
m−1 ,− 1m−1
)
lies on the line 1+kx+(m−k−
1)y = 0 for arbitrary k and this system always has two solutions. Moreover,
if (α, β) is a solution of the system then (α′, β′) =
(
− 2
m−1 − α,− 2m−1 − β
)
is the remaining solution. Thus, if G is the Gram matrix of X, then G′ =
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(2− γ)I + γJ −G is the Gram matrix of Y , where γ = − 2
m−1 . By Theorem
2.22, we must have m = 2n + 1, which is a contradiction. So X,Y cannot
be both balanced, two-distance tight frames.
(2): In this case, (α, β) and (α′, β′) must be solutions of the system of
equations:
1 + kx+ (m− k − 1)y = m
n
and 1 + kx2 + (m− k − 1)y2 = m
n
.
This system always has 2 solutions, and
α+ α′ =
2(m− n)
n(m− 1) , and β + β
′ =
2(m− n)
n(m− 1) .
Again, by Theorem 2.22, we have m = 2n + 1, which contradicts our
assumption. This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.24. Given n,m such that m 6= 2n + 1 and k ∈ [1,m − 2]. It is
possible for the existence of both balanced and non-balanced, regular two-
distance tight frames of m vectors in Rn with multiplicities k and m−k−1.
For instance, let X be 2 copies of an orthonormal basis for Rn and Y be its
Naimark complement.
3. Construction regular two-distance sets
Recall that Theorem 2.2 gave a method for constructing a regular two-
distance set from a given one. In this section, we will continue to present
some other constructions of regular two-distance sets, in particular two-
distance tight frames. We focus on constructing these sets with large car-
dinality. These constructions include one family of maximal two-distance
sets that has been constructed in some previous paper, for example in [1].
One of the main tools we use here is from combinatorial designs. Combina-
toric configurations has been used vastly in frame theory. For instance, it is
well-known that equiangular tight frames can be constructed from difference
sets or Steiner systems, see [8, 22]. Likewise, divisible difference sets and
partial difference sets are used to construct biangular tight frames [4]. We
will continue to exploit some families of block designs to construct desired
sets.
Definition 3.1. A t-(v, k, λ) block design, or a t-design for short, is a pair
(V,B) where V is a v-set of points and B is a collection of k-subsets of V
(blocks) with the property that every t-subset of V is contained in exactly λ
blocks.
If t = 2, then the design is called a balanced incomplete block design or
BIBD.
Given a 2-(v, k, λ) design, each element of V is contained in exactly r
blocks. It is customary to denote by b the number of blocks. The numbers
v, b, r, k, and λ are parameters of the BIBD.
The following proposition gives a few simple facts about block designs,
see [5].
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Proposition 3.2. For any t-(v, k, λ) block design, the following conditions
hold:
(1) vr = bk,
(2) r(k − 1) = λ(v − 1) if t = 2.
Furthermore, a t-block design is also a (t− 1)-block design for t > 1.
A block design can be represented by a matrix called the incidence matrix.
The incidence matrix of a BIBD (V,B) with parameters v, b, r, k, λ is a v× b
matrix A = (aij), in which aij = 1 when the ith element of V occurs in the
jth block of B, and aij = 0 otherwise.
Before constructing regular two-distance sets, we will use BIBDs to con-
struct some balanced frames and present some simple properties.
Proposition 3.3. Let X = {xi}mi=1 be a balanced frame for Rn with bounds
A and B. Let ([m],B) be a (m,k, λ) BIBD. For each block J ∈ B, define
yJ =
∑
i∈J xi. Then Y = {yJ }J∈B is a frame for Rn with bounds (r− λ)A
and (r − λ)B. Moreover, Y is balanced.
Proof. For any x we have
∑
J∈B
|〈x, yJ 〉|2 =
∑
J∈B

∑
i∈J
|〈x, xi〉|2 +
∑
i,j∈J ,i 6=j
〈x, xi〉〈x, xj〉

 .
Since every element xi is contained in r blocks and every 2-subset {xi, xj}
is contained in λ blocks, it follows that
∑
J∈B
|〈x, yJ 〉|2 = r
m∑
i=1
|〈x, xi〉|2 + λ
m∑
i,j=1,i 6=j
〈x, xi〉〈x, xj〉
= r
m∑
i=1
|〈x, xi〉|2 + λ

( m∑
i=1
〈x, xi〉
)2
−
m∑
i=1
|〈x, xi〉|2


= (r − λ)
m∑
i=1
|〈x, xi〉|2 + λ
〈
x,
m∑
i=1
xi
〉2
= (r − λ)
m∑
i=1
|〈x, xi〉|2.
The conclusion follows. The “moreover” part is clear since
∑
J∈B yJ =
r
∑m
i=1 xi. 
Proposition 3.4. Let S be the frame operator for a balanced frame {xi}mi=1
and S′ be the frame operator for the frame {yJ }J∈B constructed as in Propo-
sition 3.3. Then S′ = (r − λ)S.
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Proof. By Proposition 3.3, for any x we have that
〈S′x, x〉 =
∑
J∈B
|〈x, yJ 〉|2 = (r − λ)
m∑
i=1
|〈x, xi〉|2
= (r − λ)〈Sx, x〉 = 〈(r − λ)Sx, x〉.
This implies the desired claim.

Corollary 3.5. If {xi}mi=1 is a balanced A-tight frame, then {yJ }J∈B is a
balanced (r − λ)A-tight frame.
A special type of t-designs is the so called quasi-symmetric designs. These
designs have the property that the cardinality of the intersection of any two
blocks of the designs are either x or y. They have been studied extensively
due to their connections with strongly regular graphs.
Definition 3.6. A t-(v, k, λ) block design (V,B) is quasi-symmetric with
intersection numbers x and y if any two blocks of B intersect in either x or
y points.
Definition 3.7. The block graph Γ of quasi-symmetric 2-(v, k, λ) design
(V,B) with intersection numbers x and y (x < y) is the graph with vertex
set being the blocks of B, and where blocks J and J ′ are adjacent if and
only if |J ∩ J ′| = y.
It is well known that the block graph of a quasi-symmetric design is a
strongly regular graph [13].
Theorem 3.8. Let (V,B) be a 2-(v, b, r, k, λ) quasi-symmetric design with
intersection numbers x and y, where x < y. Then Γ is a strongly regular
graph (n, s, µ1, µ2). The parameters of Γ are given by
n = b, s =
k(r − 1)− x(b− 1)
y − x , µ1 = s+ θ1+ θ2+ θ1θ2, µ2 = s+ θ1θ2,
where
θ1 =
r − λ− k + x
y − x , θ2 =
x− k
y − x.
Thus, given a 2-(v, b, r, k, λ) quasi-symmetric design (V,B) with intersec-
tion numbers x and y, where x < y. Then for each block J of B, there
are exactly s blocks of B for which each of them intersects J at y points.
This result ensures the regularity of two-distance frames in the following
construction.
Theorem 3.9. Let ([n],B) be a 2-(n, b, r, k, λ) quasi-symmetric design with
intersection numbers x and y. Let s be the number defined as in Theo-
rem 3.8. Then we have the following constructions of regular two-distance
frames.
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(1) Let {ei}ni=1 be the standard orthonormal basis for Rn. For each block
J ∈ B, define a vector xJ to be
xJ =
1√
k
∑
i∈J
ei.
Then the family {xJ }J∈B forms a regular two-distance frame for Rn
at angles x/k and y/k with multiplicities b−s−1 and s, respectively.
This frame is not tight.
(2) Similarly, let {ϕi}ni=1 be a simplex for Rn−1. For each block J ∈ B,
define a vector xJ to be
xJ =
√
n− 1
k(n− k)
∑
i∈J
ϕi
Then the family {xJ }J∈B forms a balanced, two-distance tight frame
for Rn−1 at angles
xn− k2
k(n− k) and
yn− k2
k(n− k) with multiplicities b−s−1
and s, respectively.
Proof. (1): It is clear that xJ ’s are unit norm vectors. If |BJ ∩ BJ ′ | = x,
then
〈xJ , xJ ′〉 = 1
k
|J ∩ J ′| = x
k
.
Similarly, if |J ∩ J ′| = y, then 〈xJ , xJ ′〉 = y
k
. Thus, {xJ }J∈B is a two-
distance set at angles x/k and y/k. Moreover, by Theorem 3.8, it is regular
and multiplicities of angles x/k and y/k are b− s− 1 and s, respectively.
Now we will show that {xJ }J∈B is actually a frame for Rn. Let F be its
synthesis operator. Note that
√
kF is the incidence matrix of the design.
Hence,
kFF ∗ = (r − λ)I + λJ.
It follows that
det(kFF ∗) = (r − λ+ nλ)(r − λ)n−1 > 0.
So {xJ }J∈B is a frame for Rn. To see this frame is not tight, we compute
its Grammian constant.
1 + s
y
k
+ (b− s− 1)x
k
= 1 +
k(r − 1)− x(b− 1)
y − x .
y
k
+
[
b− 1− k(r − 1)− x(b− 1)
y − x
]
x
k
= 1 +
y(r − 1)
y − x −
xy(b− 1)
k(y − x) +
[
y(b− 1)− k(r − 1)
y − x
]
x
k
= 1 +
y(r − 1)
y − x −
x(r − 1)
y − x
= r 6= b
n
.
So this frame is not tight by Proposition 2.9.
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(2): Note that 〈ϕi, ϕj〉 = − 1n−1 , for i 6= j. We compute
〈
∑
i∈J
ϕi,
∑
j∈J
ϕj〉 =
k∑
i=1
‖ϕi‖2 + 2
∑
i<j
〈ϕi, ϕj〉 = k − k(k − 1)
n− 1 =
k(n − k)
n− 1 .
So {xJ }J∈B is a set of unit norm vectors.
If |J ∩ J ′| = x, then
〈xJ , xJ ′〉 = n− 1
k(n− k)〈
∑
i∈J
ϕi,
∑
j∈J ′
ϕj〉
=
n− 1
k(n− k)
[
x− (k2 − x) 1
n− 1
]
.
=
xn− k2
k(n− k) .
Similarly, if |J ∩ J ′| = y, then
〈xJ , xJ ′〉 = yn− k
2
k(n− k) .
Thus, {xJ }J∈B is a regular two-distance set at angles and multiplicities as
in the claim of the theorem. Moreover, since {ϕi}ni=1 is a simplex, it follows
that {xJ }J∈B is a balanced tight frame by Proposition 3.3. 
In the following, we will construct some infinite families of regular two-
distance frames with large cardinalities.
Example 3.10. For n ∈ N, let V = [n] and B be the set of all 2-element
subsets of V . Then (V,B) is a quasi-symmetric design with parameters
v = n, b =
(n− 1)n
2
, r = n− 1, k = 2, λ = 1,
and intersection numbers x = 0, y = 1.
By (1) of Theorem 3.9, we get a non-tight regular two-distance frame of
m = (n−1)n2 vectors for R
n at angles α = 0 and β = 1/2, with multiplicities
n2−5n+6
2 and 2n − 4, respectively. This frame achieves the upper bound for
cardinality of regular two-distance sets which have two non-negative angles
as shown in Corollary 2.5.
On the other hand, if we apply (2) of Theorem 3.9, we will get a balanced,
two-distance tight frame of (n−1)n2 vectors for R
n−1. Its angles are − 2
n−2 and
n−4
2(n−2) with respective multiplicities
n2−5n+6
2 and 2n− 4. This is a maximal
two-distance set if n 6= (2ℓ+ 1)2 − 2 for all ℓ ∈ N.
We have seen that we can use quasi-symmetric designs to construct regular
two-distance frames. Now we will see that the frames constructed in this
way have interesting structure.
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Theorem 3.11. Let X = {xi}mi=1 be the regular two-distance frame con-
structed by (1) or (2) of Theorem 3.9 at angles α and β. Denote by Iα and
Iβ the sets:
Iα = {i ∈ [m] : 〈xi, x1〉 = α}, Iβ = {i ∈ [m] : 〈xi, x1〉 = β}.
Then the either set Y = {xi}i∈Iα (similarly, the set Z = {xi}i∈Iβ ) is a
regular two-distance set at angles α and β or it satisfies 〈xi, xj〉 = α, for all
i, j ∈ Iα, i 6= j (respectively, 〈xi, xj〉 = β, for all i, j ∈ Iβ, i 6= j).
Proof. Let ([n],B) be the 2-(n, b, r, k, λ) quasi-symmetric design with inter-
section numbers x and y used to construct the frame X. By the construction
of X, we can associate each frame vector to the corresponding vertex of the
block graph of the design. We will say that two vectors are adjacent if their
associated vertexes are adjacent. As we have seen in the proof of Theorem
3.9, the angles α and β are determined by the intersection numbers x and
y. We can assume that α is determined by y. Thus, the set {xi}i∈Iα con-
tains all adjacent vectors of x1. By Theorem 3.8, the block graph is strongly
regular with parameters (b, s, µ1, µ2). It follows that the set {xi}i∈Iα has s
elements and each row of the Gram matrix of Y has exactly µ1 elements α.
Thus, if µ1 < s−1, then X is a regular two-distance set, otherwise, we have
that 〈xi, xj〉 = α, for all i, j ∈ Iα, i 6= j. With a similar argument, we get
the claim for the set Z. This completes the proof. 
Example 3.12. Let n = 5 and let X = {xi}10i=1 be the balanced, two-distance
tight frame for R4 constructed by Example 3.10. Then the angles of X are
1/6 and −2/3 with multiplicities 6 and 3, respectively. If we denote by
{ϕi}5i=1 the simplex in R4 and enumerate the vectors of X as
x1 =
√
6
3
(ϕ1+ϕ2), x2 =
√
6
3
(ϕ1+ϕ3), x3 =
√
6
3
(ϕ1+ϕ4), x4 =
√
6
3
(ϕ1+ϕ5),
x5 =
√
6
3
(ϕ2+ϕ3), x6 =
√
6
3
(ϕ2+ϕ4), x7 =
√
6
3
(ϕ2+ϕ5), x8 =
√
6
3
(ϕ3+ϕ4),
x9 =
√
6
3
(ϕ3 + ϕ5), x10 =
√
6
3
(ϕ4 + ϕ5),
then the Gram matrix of X is as follows.

1 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 −2/3 −2/3 −2/3
1/6 1 1/6 1/6 1/6 −2/3 −2/3 1/6 1/6 −2/3
1/6 1/6 1 1/6 −2/3 1/6 −2/3 1/6 −2/3 1/6
1/6 1/6 1/6 1 −2/3 −2/3 1/6 −2/3 1/6 1/6
1/6 1/6 −2/3 −2/3 1 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 −2/3
1/6 −2/3 1/6 −2/3 1/6 1 1/6 1/6 −2/3 1/6
1/6 −2/3 −2/3 1/6 1/6 1/6 1 −2/3 1/6 1/6
−2/3 1/6 1/6 −2/3 1/6 1/6 −2/3 1 1/6 1/6
−2/3 1/6 −2/3 1/6 1/6 −2/3 1/6 1/6 1 1/6
−2/3 −2/3 1/6 1/6 −2/3 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1


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Let Y = {xi}7i=2 and Z = {xi}10i=8. Then Y is a regular two-distance set
at angles 1/6 and −2/3 with respective multiplicities 3 and 2. The set Z
satisfies 〈xi, xj〉 = 1/6 for i 6= j.
Remark 3.13. Not every regular two-distance set has the property in Theo-
rem 3.11. We will see this by the following example.
Example 3.14. Let the set of vectors X = {xi}8i=1 to be the columns of the
matrix:

√
6/3 0 −√6/3 0 0 0 0 0
−√3/3 √3/3 −√3/3 √3/3 −√3/3 √3/3 −√3/3 √3/3
0
√
6/3 0 −√6/3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
√
6/3 0 −√6/3 0
0 0 0 0 0
√
6/3 0 −√6/3


The Gram matrix of X is

1 −1/3 −1/3 −1/3 1/3 −1/3 1/3 −1/3
−1/3 1 −1/3 −1/3 −1/3 1/3 −1/3 1/3
−1/3 −1/3 1 −1/3 1/3 −1/3 1/3 −1/3
−1/3 −1/3 −1/3 1 −1/3 1/3 −1/3 1/3
1/3 −1/3 1/3 −1/3 1 −1/3 −1/3 −1/3
−1/3 1/3 −1/3 1/3 −1/3 1 −1/3 −1/3
1/3 −1/3 1/3 −1/3 −1/3 −1/3 1 −1/3
−1/3 1/3 −1/3 1/3 −1/3 −1/3 −1/3 1


Then
Y = {xi : 〈xi, x1〉 = −1/3} = {x2, x3, x4, x6, x8}.
From the Gram matrix of X, we see that X is a regular two-distance set
but Y is not regular.
It has been seen that all known maximal spherical two-distances set are
tight frames. However, in the following, we will give for the first time an
example of a non-tight maximal two-distance frame.
Example 3.15. Let X = {xi}10i=1 be the frame for R4 given in Example
3.12. Let P be the orthogonal projection onto x1. Then
Pxi = 〈xi, x1〉x1 = 1/6x1, for i = 2, 3, . . . , 7.
For i, j = 2, 3, . . . , 7, we have
〈(I − P )xi, (I − P )xj〉 = 〈xi, xj〉 − 〈Pxi, Pxj〉 = 〈xi, xj〉 − 1/36.
This implies that for all i = 2, 3, . . . , 7, yi :=
(I−P )xi
‖(I−P )xi‖ =
√
36
35(I −P )xi is a
unit norm vector in R3. Moreover
〈yi, yj〉 = 36
35
(
〈xi, xj〉 − 1
36
)
.
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From the Gram matrix of X, we see that Y = {yi}7i=2 is regular two-distance
frame for R3 at angles 1/7 and −5/7 with respective multiplicities 3 and 2.
By Corollary 1.6, Y is not tight since
1 + 3(1/7)2 + 2(−5/7)2 = 102/49 6= 6/3.
In order to see the frame vectors of Y , we can use the simplex in R4 (the
columns are the vectors, see the construction of the simplex in [15]):

−√10/4 √10/4 0 0 0
−√30/12 −√30/12 √30/6 0 0
−√15/12 −√15/12 −√15/12 √15/4 0
−1/4 −1/4 −1/4 −1/4 1


to construct the frame vectors of X. Then we get the following frame Y :

−√21/7 −√21/7 −√21/7 √21/7 √21/7 √21/7
4
√
7/21 −2√7/21 −2√7/21 4√7/21 −2√7/21 −2√7/21
−5√14/42 √14/6 −√14/21 −5√14/42 √14/6 −√14/21
−√210/42 −√210/42 √210/21 −√210/42 −√210/42 √210/21


These column vectors are perpendicular to the row vector:
(0,−
√
30,−
√
15,−3)
so they are in R3. This frame is a maximal, regular two-distance set, sum-
ming to zero but it is not tight.
The following theorem gives another simple construction of regular two-
distance sets. The interesting thing here is that we can construct infinitely
many of them with the same number of vectors in the same dimension, which
cannot happen for the tight frame case.
Theorem 3.16. Let {xi}mi=1 be a regular two-distance set at angles α, β with
multiplicities kα, kβ , respectively. Assume that X is not balanced. Denote
by x¯ =
∑m
i=1 xi 6= 0, and c its Grammian constant. Then for each t ∈
R,
{
yi =
1√
1+2tc+t2mc
(xi + tx¯)
}m
i=1
is a regular two-distance set at angles
α+2tc+t2mc
1+2tc+t2mc
and β+2tc+t
2mc
1+2tc+t2mc
with respective multiplicities kα and kβ . This set
is not balanced unless t = −1/m.
Proof. For any i, j, we have that
〈xi + tx¯, xj + tx¯〉 = 〈xi, xj〉+ t〈xi, x¯〉+ t〈xj , x¯〉+ t2〈x¯, x¯〉
= 〈xi, xj〉+ 2tc+ t2mc.
This shows that y′is are unit norm and Y is a regular two-distance set with
angles as in the claim. This set is not balance since
m∑
i=1
yi =
1√
1 + 2tc+ t2mc
m∑
i=1
(xi + tx¯) =
tm+ 1√
1 + 2tc+ t2mc
x¯ 6= 0,
by our assumption. 
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Example 3.17. Let X = {xi}
(n−1)n
2
i=1 be the non-balanced, regular two-distance
set for Rn constructed in Example 3.10. Let Y be the two-distance set con-
structed from X by Theorem 3.16. Then for t large enough, both angles of
Y are positive. Note that the cardinality of Y attains the upper bound in
Corollary 2.5.
Corollary 3.18. There exist infinitely many regular two-distance sets with
the same number of vectors in the same dimension.
Proof. Again, let X = {xi}
(n−1)n
2
i=1 be the regular two-distance frame for R
n
constructed in Example 3.10. This set is not balanced, so the claim follows
by Theorem 3.16. 
The following result can be deduced from the correspondence between
ETFs and a class of strongly regular graphs, see for example [20]. However,
for the completeness of the paper, we will give a simple proof for this.
Proposition 3.19. Let X = {xi}mi=1 be an ETF for Rn (m > n + 1) at
angle α, meaning |〈xi, xj〉| = α, for all i 6= j. Assume that 〈xi, x1〉 = α, for
all i ≥ 2. Then Y = {xi}mi=2 is a regular two-distance set for Rn at angles
α and −α. Moreover, Y is not balanced.
Proof. Let G be the Gram matrix of X. Then G is self-adjoint and all entries
in the first row other than G11 are α. For a fixed row i ≥ 2, let kα be the
number of α in this row. Since G2 = m
n
G, it follows that
2α+ (kα − 1)α2 − (m− kα − 1)α2 = m
n
α,
which is equivalent to
kα =
m
2
+
m− 2n
2nα
.
Thus kα does not depend on the row i, so the claim follows.
In order to see Y is not balanced, we assume by way of contradiction that∑m
i=2 xi = 0. Then
0 = 〈x1,
m∑
i=2
xi〉 = (m− 1)α,
which cannot happen. 
It is known that the existence of ETFs of 2n vectors for Rn implies n is
odd and (2n− 1) is the sum of two squares, see [9, 19]. We will state a part
of this result here as a simple consequence of our results.
Proposition 3.20. If there exists an ETF of 2n vectors for Rn, then n
must be odd.
Proof. Suppose X = {xi}2ni=1 is an ETF for Rn at angle α. We can assume
that 〈xi, x1〉 = α for all i ≥ 2. By Proposition 3.19, Y = {xi}2ni=2 is a regular
two distance set at angles α and −α. Note that the multiplicity of the angle
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α is kα − 1 = n − 1, where kα is computed as in the proof of Proposition
3.19. Since the cardinality of Y is odd, by Proposition 2.19, n − 1 is even,
which is the claim. 
Example 3.17 gave a family of maximal regular two-distance sets with
two positive angles for any dimensions n 6= (2k + 1)2 − 2, k ∈ N. Now we
will present example of such sets in dimensions of form n = (2k + 1)2 − 2.
Example 3.21. Let X = {xi}
n(n+1)
2
i=1 be an ETF in R
n and suppose 〈xi, x1〉 =
α > 0 for all i ≥ 2. Let x¯ =∑n(n+1)2i=2 xi. Then for each t > 0, by Theorem
3.16, the normalized of the vectors {xi + tx¯}
n(n+1)
2
i=2 form a non-balanced,
regular two-distance set of n(n+1)2 − 1 = (n−1)(n+2)2 vectors in Rn at angles
shown in the theorem. Now let t be large enough we get the set with two
positive angles. This set is maximal by Corollary 2.5.
Given an ETF, we can construct a balanced, two-distance tight frame as
in the following.
Theorem 3.22. Let X = {xi}mi=1 be an ETF for Rn (m > n+1) at angle α.
Assume that 〈xi, x1〉 = α, for all i ≥ 2. Let P be the orthogonal projection
onto span{x1}. Then Y =
{
(I−P )xi
‖(I−P )xi‖
}m
i=2
is a balanced, two-distance tight
frame for the space x⊥1 at angles
α
1+α and
−α
1−α .
Proof. We have that
Px = 〈x, x1〉x1, for all x ∈ Rn.
Hence, for all i, j ≥ 2,
〈(I − P )xi, (I − P )xj = 〈xi, xj〉 − 〈xi, x1〉〈xj , x1〉 = 〈xi, xj〉 − α2.
It follows that ‖(I −P )xi‖ =
√
1− α2 for all i ≥ 2, and Y is a two-distance
tight frame with angles as in the claim.
To see Y is balanced, we note that
m
n
x1 =
m∑
i=1
〈x1, xi〉xi = x1 + α
m∑
i=2
xi,
which implies
m∑
i=2
xi =
m− n
nα
x1.
Therefore,
m∑
i=2
(I − P )xi =
m∑
i=2
xi −
m∑
i=2
Pxi
=
m− n
nα
x1 −
m∑
i=2
αx1 =
[
m− n
nα
− (m− 1)α
]
x1.
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By the definition of P ,
∑m
i=2(I − P )xi must be zero. 
Remark 3.23. From the proof above, we get that the value for α is
√
m−n
n(m−1) ,
which is called the Welch bound, see for example in [9]. The multiplicity for
the angle α1+α is kα−1, where kα is computed as in the proof of Proposition
3.19.
From a regular two-distance set in Rn, we can lift it to an another regular
two-distance set in one higher dimension with desired angles or Grammian
constant.
Theorem 3.24. Let X = {xi}mi=1 be a regular two-distance set in Rn at an-
gles α and β with multiplicities kα and kβ. Let c be its Grammian constant.
(1) For any α ≤ α′ ≤ 1, there is a m-element regular two-distance set
in Rn+1 such that α′ is one of its angles with multiplicity kα.
(2) For any c ≤ c′ < m, there is a m-element regular two-distance set
in Rn+1 with Grammian constant c′.
Proof. (1) We define
yi = (txi,
√
1− t2), for all i ∈ [m].
Then
〈yi, yj〉 =
{
t2α+ 1− t2 if 〈xi, xj〉 = α
t2β + 1− t2 if 〈xi, xj〉 = β.
The continuous function f(t) = t2α+1− t2 equals 1 when t = 0 and equals
α when t = 1. So we can choose t so that f(t) = α′.
(2) Let y′is be as above. Since the Grammian constant of X is c, we have
1 + kαα+ kββ = c.
Hence,
1 + kα(t
2α+ 1− t2) + kβ(t2β + 1− t2) = 1 + t2(kαα+ kββ) + (1− t2)(kα + kβ)
= 1 + t2(c− 1) + (1− t2)(m− 1)
= t2c+ (1− t2)m.
Thus, t2c+ (1− t2)m equals c′ precisely when t =
√
m−c′
m−c . 
Remark 3.25. If we do not impose any condition on angles or Grammian
constants, then for each t, the set {yi}mi=1 constructed in the proof of The-
orem 3.24 is a regular two-distance set in Rn+1. This gives another way to
construct infinitely many regular two-distance sets from a given one.
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4. Connection with equiangular lines
A set of lines in Euclidean space is called equiangular, if the angle between
each pair of lines is the same. In other words, if we choose a unit vector
that spans each line, then this set of vectors forms a spherical two-distance
set at angles {α,−α} for some α ∈ [0, 1).
It has been shown that from a spherical two-distance set of m vectors
in Rn with angles α, β satisfying α + β < 0, we can construct a set of m
equiangular lines in Rn+1, see [7, 12]. We will restate it as in the following
proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Let {xi}mi=1 be a spherical two-distance set in Rn at angles
α, β such that α+β < 0. Then there exist m equiangular lines in Rn+1, and
they can be constructed explicitly.
Proof. We define a set of unit vectors in Rn+1 by
yi = (txi,
√
1− t2), for all i ∈ [m].
Then
〈yi, yj〉 =
{
t2α+ 1− t2 if 〈xi, xj〉 = α
t2β + 1− t2 if 〈xi, xj〉 = β.
Now let t =
√
2
2−(α+β) , then t
2α + 1 − t2 = −(t2β + 1 − t2). Thus, these
vectors {yi}mi=1 define a set of m equiangular lines in Rn+1. 
Several examples of maximal equiangular lines in low dimensions can be
constructed by the method of Proposition 4.1.
Example 4.2 (see also in [11]). Recall in Example 3.10, we constructed
maximal two-distance tight frames of (n−1)n2 vectors in R
n−1 at angles α =
− 2
n−2 and β =
n−4
2(n−2) . We see that α+β < 0 if n < 8. Thus, for dimensions
less than 8, we can use these two-distance frames to construct equiangular
lines in spaces of one higher dimensions. In particular, we obtain maximal
equiangular lines in dimensions 4, and 5 with 6 and 10 lines, respectively.
Now we give another way to construct equiangular lines from two-distance
sets but in the same space.
Proposition 4.3. Let {xi}mi=1 be a regular two-distance set in Rn at angles
α, β in Rn and the Grammian constant c > 0. If α+ β ≤ 2c/m, then there
exist m equiangular lines in Rn.
Proof. Let x¯ =
∑m
i=1 xi. By Theorem 3.16, for each t ∈ R, the set{
yi =
1√
1 + 2tc+ t2mc
(xi + tx¯)
}m
i=1
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is a regular two-distance set at angles α+2tc+t
2mc
1+2tc+t2mc and
β+2tc+t2mc
1+2tc+t2mc . This set
spans a set of equiangular lines if the equation
α+ 2tc+ t2mc
1 + 2tc+ t2mc
= −β + 2tc+ t
2mc
1 + 2tc+ t2mc
has solution in t, which is equivalent to α+ β ≤ 2c/m. This completes the
proof.

Corollary 4.4. Let ([n],B) be a 2-(n, b, r, k, λ) quasi-symmetric design with
intersection numbers x and y. If x+y ≤ 2kr/b, then there exist b equiangular
lines in Rn.
Proof. By Theorem 3.9, there exist a regular two-distance set of b vectors
in Rn at angles x/k and y/k. Note that the Grammian constant of this set
is r > 0 as shown in the proof of the theorem. The result then follows by
Proposition 4.3. 
Remark 4.5. Corollary 4.4 gives a sufficient condition to construct equian-
gular lines from quasi-symmetric designs. Note that the author in [11] (The-
orem 6.2) gave a more general construction of equiangular lines using block
sets which are not necessary quasi-symmetric designs. Our theorem and
proof are not identical because we discovered it independenty. But, the two
are fundamentally the same.
Example 4.6 (see also in [11]). Using quasi symmetric design with parame-
ters (v, b, r, k, λ) = (22, 176, 56, 7, 16), and intersection numbers x = 1, y = 3
which exists (see [5]), we get 176 lines in R22, which is maximal.
Relying on the known-bound for the maximal number of equiangular lines
in certain dimensions, we can use Corollary 4.4 to confirm the non-existence
of some quasi-symmetric designs.
Example 4.7. There is no quasi-symmetric design of parameters (v, b, r, k, λ) =
(9, 36, 20, 5, 10) with intersection numbers x = 1, y = 3 since the maximal
number of equiangular lines in R9 is 28 < b = 36. Likewise, since the
maximal number of equiangular lines in R19 is on the range 72 − 75, there
does not exist a quasi-symmetric design of parameters (v, b, r, k, λ, x, y) =
(19, 76, 36, 9, 16, 3, 5).
In the following, we will make another connection between quasi-symmetric
designs and equiangular lines.
It has been shown that the maximum number of equiangular lines has
not been established yet even in some low dimensions. For instance, in
dimensions n = 42, 45 and 46, the bound is on the range 276−288, 344−540
and 344 − 736, respectively, see the table 12.3 page 289 in [21].
The existence of the following quasi-symmetric designs has not been con-
firmed yet, see [5]. However, if they exist, then we will have more in-
formation about the maximal number of equiangular lines in dimensions
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mentioned above. Namely, the existence of a quasi-symmetric design with
parameters (v, b, r, k, λ, x, y) = (42, 287, 123, 18, 51, 6, 9) ensures the exis-
tence of 287 equiangular lines in R42. Also, a quasi-symmetric design with
(v, b, r, k, λ, x, y) = (45, 396, 132, 15, 42, 3, 6) can be used to constructed 396
equiangular lines in R45. Finally, if a quasi-symmetric design with (v, b, r, k, λ, x, y) =
(46, 621, 216, 16, 72, 4, 7) exists, then there are at least 621 equiangular lines
in R46.
In [11] it is shown that quasi-symmetric designs naturally appear from the
structure of certain equiangular tight frames. This result is used to classify
the known sets of ETFs that saturate the absolute bound n(n+ 1)/2.
As a final result of the paper, we will give some new necessary conditions
for the existence of quasi-symmetric designs with parameters (v, b, r, k, λ, x, y).
Proposition 4.8. Suppose there exists a quasi-symmetric design with pa-
rameters (v, b, r, k, λ, x, y). Then we have the following:
(1) x ≤ k2
v
≤ y, and the equality cannot happen in both places at the same
time. Moreover, if x = k
2
v
or y = k
2
v
, then b is multiple of b− v +1.
Namely, b = (s+1)(b−v+1) if x = k2
v
, and b = (b−s−1)(b−v+1)
if y = k
2
v
, where s =
k(r − 1)− x(b− 1)
y − x .
(2) If b is odd then s =
k(r − 1)− x(b− 1)
y − x is even. In particular k(r−1)
must be even for all possible values of the intersection numbers x, y.
Proof. (1): By (2) of Theorem 3.9, we get a balanced, regular two-distance
tight frame for Rv−1 at angles
xv − k2
k(n − k) and
yv − k2
k(n− k) with multiplicities
b − s − 1 and s, respectively. By Theorem 2.14, this frame must have one
non-negative angle and one non-positive angle. Hence, x ≤ k2
v
≤ y.
Now we assume that x = k2/v. Then by Proposition 2.16, the Naimark
complement of this frame is (s + 1) copies of an orthonormal basis for
Rb−(v−1), which is the claim. Similarly, we get the result for the case
y = k2/v.
(2): Again, let Y be the frame constructed by (2) of Theorem 3.9. Since
the number of vectors of X is odd, the multiplicities must be even by Propo-
sition 2.19. 
Remark 4.9. It has been shown that k2/v < λ, for example see [17]. How-
ever, we observed that most quasi-symmetric designs have y much smaller
than λ. So the condition k
2
v
≤ y is somewhat stronger.
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